
Appendix 0, Abbreviations

1. List of abbreviations used as glosses In alphabetical order:

a. Abbreviations used as glosses for certain morphemes

A Agent affix

Asp Aspect particle

At Attitude particle

c Continuous aspect particle

£ Emphasis suffix

Ex Exclamation word

pi Plural affli

RS Reported Speech particle

s suffix

Sp Specification suffix

V Verbal affix

Per the semantic value of these morphemes look up the

following section 2.

b. Abbreviations used to point out loan words In the text

(B) The preceding word Is an English loan word.

(H) The preceding word Is a Hindi loan word.

(isr) The preceding word Is a Nepali loan word.

If the same loan word occurs several times In the same

text, only the first few occurrences are marked as loans.

c. (h) The preceding item is an honorific verbstem, (See

explanation on pages 158A39, honorific verbal
sequences,

)

2, Some grammatical explanations:

Although a systematic account of Thakall morphology has not

yet been completed, the following explanations are offered

in lieu of such an analysis in an effort to help the reader
understand the force of morphemes glossed only with grammat-

ical abbreviations. They are exposed in alphabetical order.

Agent affix: "-ce" ^ ^^^ „ „

The subject of transitive verbs takes the agent affix -ce •

Aspect particle: "chay"
It occurs after the main verb in the indefinite non-past
form and is followed by ''mu" *ls*. This construction
is used to express a fact >rtilch has Just been discovered;

before it was unknown.

Example

:

"kyu ihm-pa chay mu ." 'Oh, I see now, this is water.'

water is-v Asp is
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(The use of "chay" implies that the speaker only Just
now sees that It is water. Before he did not know what
it waSy even though he was looking at it.)

Note: Probably "chay" is actually not a particle, but a
verb stem which cannot be translated exactly, but could
mean something like *to remain* or 'to be*. In this
case, **mu** would have to be affixed to the stem.

Attitude particles:
The attitude particles are very expressive and importani
in Thakali, but it is difficult to state their exact
meaning in English. In general it can be said that thej

express a certain attitude of the speaker. In English,
sometimes a conjunction can be used; sometimes a whole
sentence is necessary to express the same attitude, but
most often English would use intonation to express thest

attitudes.

"ka** Expresses certainty, sometimes can be translate
with 'but', in other cases with 'to be'.

"ml" These three express a similar attitude and can
"na" often be translated with 'then'.
"ta**

"ni** These two emphasize the preceding utterance.
"no"

"aang" Emphasizes the preceding phrase.

"o(w)" Intensifies an order or a statement.

"'tih"* Used utterance final: softens a statement,
intensifying it at the same time.
Used utterance initial: 'and'.

"ro" In narratives it marks the end of a sentence;
it implies that the story teller disclaims
responsibility for the content of his story in
as much as he pretends to report what someone
else has said. (See also under Reported speech

"ona" Pleading attitude.

Continuous aspect particle: "men"
It follows the main verb in its stem form and indicates
that the action of the main verb continues for a long
time.

Emphasis suffix: "-'cam"
It emphasizes the word to which it is affixed.

Exclamation words: This exclamation expresses:

"aaci" reproach, scorn

"aapho" astonishment, surprise

"aacyaa" astonishment, apprehension

"aape" disregard, slight disdain



"aa" surprise, incomprehension

"'aah** exhaustion, relief

"'ahy** threat, shut up!

••chi" ridicule, mockery

"e" calls for attention

"hatteri" regretful surprise

"'maah" threat, coming danger
" *pwaah" exhaustion

Plural affix: "caah"
It occurs with nouns, pronouns, and verbal forms.

Reported Speech Particle; "ro"
At the end of an utterance it indicates that the speaker
is repeating somebody else's words. Example:

"cu kyopraangse taal *tho-wa 'Tih *mu ro ."

this (over there) lake big-v one is ES

'"Over there there is a big lake," she said,*

"ro" does not indicate who said it, but usually the
context makes it clear.

In narratives "ro" is used at the end of almost every
sentence, and there it is preferable to oall it an
attitude particle. (Of. Attitude particle "ro".)

Suffixes: "-na" and "-wa"
Most often these are verbal affixes, but in some cases
they occur also with numbers or other particles where
they can hardly be called verbal affixes. Their lexical
meaning is difficult to define, as the following
examples show:

"ngi 'ngih-wa" 'we both* "»ngih-na-*cam" 'both*

we two-s two-s-E

"soto-wa" *the other* "*yohm-na-ri" *to all*
other-s all-s-to

Specification suffix: "-*cyowa"
It puts the word to which it is affixed into focus;
it specifies which one is meant. Examples:

"? *khawa-*cyowa ." 'Which one?*
which-Sp

"cyaang-pa-*cyowa" 'The small one.*
small-v-Sp

"? cu-'cyowa 'la-si, 'Tu-wa ki-me *)** 'Are you com-
this-Sp do-v sit-v easy-v fortable sitting

that way?*



Verbal Affixes:

a. Alphabetical listing of morphemes glossed v:

The numbers refer to the following grammatical sketc]
where the meaning of the morpheme can be looked up
under the numbers Indicated* (Section b.)

-ce
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7. "-waa" Is the question form of 6.

8. "kooo-ooo-toco-w" imperative affixes,
2nd person singular,
"-to occurs after stems ending with a
vowel or with "y"*

"_o" occurs after stems ending with a
consonant except after "j"

,

Irregular imperatives
The following verb stems ending with a
vowel or with "y" have "-to" as imperative
suffix

,

"cahy" honorific form of "'la" 'to do'
"syuh" honorific form of "'Tu" 'to sit,

stay'
"sye" honorific form of "'yahr" 'to go'
"pi" 'to leave'
"pih" 'to say'

The following verb stems ending with a
vowel have "-w" as imperative suffix,
"'kha" 'to come'
"'ca" 'to eat'
"•la" 'to do'
"'ta" 'to become'

9. "-ngl" imperative affix 2nd person plural.

10. "-le" can be affixed to any imperative.
It makes the order a bit softer and politer,

(b) Modal verbals

11. "-laase" possible action, less certain,
non-past.

12. "-Taahli" possible action, more certain,
non-past.

13. "-myaa" supposed event or action, non-past,

14. "-kali" acquiescence to a state of
affairs / action.

15. "-waro-pa-ka" intention
"-ka" is not affixed to the verb stem
directly but to the simple indefinite
non-past tense. It makes the action more
definite or manifests intention.

16. "-ci-wa" past perfect action



2# PeDendent verbal affixes

(a) Purpose: "*-waco-pa-rl"

17. "-ri" is not affixed to the verb stem
directly but to the simple non-past form»
A verb stem with these affixes fills the
verbal slot of the dependent purpose claus

(b) Time

18. "-si" earlier action. A verb stem with
this affix fills the verbal slot of the
dependent time clause, earlier action.

19 • "waco-pa-ce" concurrent time, "-ce"
affixed to the simple non-past form
manifests concurrent time. A verb stem
with these affixes fills the verbal slot
of the dependent concurrent time clause,
"-ce" can also be affixed to the conditioni
participle (=verb stem 4 yaang) and in thli
case 9 the dependent clause Is a combined
conditional-concurrent time clause.
(Of. with 21.)

20. "-maa (or -ma)" prolonged action. A verb
stem With this affix fills the verbal slot
of the dependent prolonged action clause.
The item (verb stem + affix) is always
repeated at least once but can be repeated
up to 5 or 6 times*

(o) Oonditioa

21. "-la-aa" Indicates condition in a dependei
clause. There is also another type of
dependent conditional clause in which the
verbal consists of verb stem + "yaang".
"yaang" is a verb stem, meaning lit. 'to

get, to find', but affixed to another verb
stem, it carries the meaning of 'if. In
the text it is glossed with 'if, not with
'v'. (the precise semantic difference
between these two conditionals has not yet
been established.

(d) Relative

22. "-le" The verbal of the dependent relative
clause is formed by adding the infinitival
suffix "-la" and the suffix "-e" 'also' to
the stem. In fluent speech the two sufflxe
form a portmanteau suffit: "-le".
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3. Derivational

(a) Advert) of manner

23. "-na" affixed to a verb stem results in
an adverb of manner. It Is most often
followed by "'lasl", the earlier action
participle of 'to do*.

(b) Adjectival

24. To the simple indefinite non-past form
(=verb stem + "waco-pa) and the past per-
fect form (=verb stem + "ci-wa") the
genetive suffix "-e" is added to form
adjectives. In fluent speech, however,
the "-e" suffix often fuses with the "a"
and the affixes become "-we<s>-pe" and "-we",
Sometimes the "-e" is omitted, that is,
the verbal forms are used as adjective.

(c) Nominal

25. A nominal can be derived from any verb
stem in adding the suffixes "-we<s> -pe-la*
to the verb stem.

4, Verbal sequences

26. In the verbal sequence predicate the main
action verb precedes the modal verb and takes
the infinitival suffix "-la"
The following are modal verbs:

"myaang" 'must'

"kham" 'can'

"'rah" 'know'

"'mahn" 'wish'

"cahy" 'to do, honorific form'

In honorlfio verbal sequences the main verb
has the infinitival form with "-la" as suffix
and is followed by the honorific verb form
"cahy" 'to do'. Examples:

"'prah-la cahy-to" 'Please walk."

"'prah-la cahy-mu" 'He is walking.'

In this way any verb can be used in a verbal
sequence for honorific speech. A small
selection of the most common actions, however,
do not follow this pattern, but they have two
different stems, one used in honorific speech,
the other in familiar speech. Examples:
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honorific stems Gorr§§p9ndiBg
familiar stems

"cahy"
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30, "'phelawrl" 'outside' comes from

'*phe 'la-wa-rl"
(to appear) do-(lndef. non-past )-purpose'

means literally 'In order to make appearance'.
In its Idiomatic use as 'outside' it contracts
to "'phe-la-w-ri". In this case the "-w"
suffix is a reduced form of the indefinite
non-past affix. (Of, 1)

c. Summary of the grammatical sketch of verbal affixes
in chart form

1. Independent/simple finite forms
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2» Dependent non-flnlte forms

dependent clauses

purpose
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